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About This Game

Brian is a gifted and eccentric scientist who has created a time machine and traveled into the past! But it turns out you can’t
expect a careless stroll through the lands of the dinosaurs. His former friend, Doctor Terrible, is already here! He created a time

machine before Brian and has already managed to install game machines in the dinosaur era!
Can you stop Doctor Terrible? This adventure is full of mysteries, adventure, and of course, journeys through time!

Do you know what you’ll encounter in this incredible adventure? 50 unique locations, a huge variety of quests, unique dinosaurs,
and an exciting and uplifting plot – you can find all this in our game. Build structures, tame dinosaurs, play slots, organize

resource distribution and construct unique buildings. Easy controls and simple game mechanics help you quickly get to grips
with how it all works. But if you still have difficulties, you can always turn on the help menu.

Download now!
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Title: DayD: Through time. Jurassic Rush
Genre: Casual, Strategy
Developer:
UniBit, Creobit
Publisher:
8Floor
Release Date: 2 Jul, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3 x64

Processor: 1500 MHz

English,French,German,Russian
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Game refused to recognise success at lvl 37, so progress was impossible.. DayD: Through time. Jurassic Rush is a time\/resource
management game with dinosaurs and robots! It has nice graphics, okay music and it functions well. You collect resources,
remove obstacles, build quarries, sawmills, etc. It's similair to the 12 Labors of Hercules series and is a lot of fun! Pick it up if
you are a fan of the genre.. Basically a reskinned Gnomes Garden series but more expensive and less fun.
Most time management games like this offer 3 difficulty levels, but this one only has 2 - no timer and "very hard" which has an
extremely short timer. To get 3 stars in very hard mode is challenging but can (and usually has to) be done without even using
3\/4 of the map which makes you wonder why they even bothered putting the rest of it in.
Very little variation in levels, so it gets pretty dull after a while.

EDIT: Managed to get the achievements to work which is a bonus.
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